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ABSTR
RACT
In order tto improve thhe energy efficciency, while still
insuring indoor comffort for a new
w non-residenntial
ning methodollogy
building, a model-assisted fine-tun
for contrrol parameterrs was implemented. Duuring
offline exxperiments, where
w
no contrrol parameterss are
sent to tthe building, the method
d was configuured
accordingg to the partiicularities of the building.. To
this purppose we usedd a co-simullation, where the
optimizattion algorithm
m for the co
ontrol parameeters
was connnected to a sim
mulation mod
del of the buildding
and its teechnical equippment. The offfline experim
ments
show proomising resuults regarding
g energy savvings
when com
mpared to goood rule-based
d controllers. The
transitionn to online exxperiments is more challengging
as it depeends on the way
w the wholee building sysstem
behaves.

dem
monstration bu
uilding, beingg the most co
omplex of
all three
t
demonsttration buildinngs in the projject.
At the
t core of the energy conccept of the bu
uilding lies
a hiighly efficientt turbo comprressor driven heat
h pump
process that usess geothermal eenergy as a heeat source.
Thee geothermal field has 40 boreholes, eaach 100 m
deeep. The base lo
oad for heatinng or cooling is covered
by a concrete corre activation ssystem (CCA)), whereas
the peak load and
d the air qualiity are achieved in each
offiice with a façaade ventilationn unit (FVU).
Forr the PEBBLE
E project we chose to foccus on the
norrth concrete co
ore activationn area (Figure 1), which
streetches over all three floorrs of the buiilding and
inclludes 45 offices.

INTRODUCTION
N
Modern nnon-residentiaal buildings haave to mediatee the
trade-off between highh energy efficciency and qua
uality
of the inddoor climate, as the first is imposed byy the
current eenergy saving policies (E
European Unnion,
2012) annd the latter has a direct influence onn the
workers’ productivity (Seppanen et
e al., 2004). The
problem gets more challenging in the casee of
buildingss with com
mplex energy systems uusing
renewables, as no cleear methodolo
ogy for designning
e
In this paper we preesent
their conttrol strategy exists.
the way ssimulation caan assist in deevising controollers
for such buildings ussing a model-assisted conntrol
parameter fine-tuningg methodology. The ressults
presentedd in the paperr were generaated in the prooject
PEBBLE
E (Positive Energy
E
Build
dings thru B etter
controL dEcisions) funded
f
throu
ugh the Sevventh
me of the Europ
pean Union.
Framewoork Programm
PEBBLE
E is an internnational project that aim
ms to
achieve m
maximal net energy produ
uced for builddings
by using an intelligent control proceess. The challeenge
m to
lies in the ability of thhe building’s control system
make (aalmost) reall-time decisiions under the
constrainnts of unppredictable user behavvior,
c
Seeven
occupanccy scheduling or weather conditions.
partners ffrom Austria, France, Germ
many, Greece and
Switzerlaand are involvved in the projject, includingg the
RWTH A
Aachen Univeersity. The new
w building off the
E.ON E
Energy Reseaarch Center is used aas a

Fiigure 1 Floor plan 2nd floorr with CCA zo
one north
markedd
A building
b
auto
omation systeem (BAS) is installed.
How
wever its prog
gramming is nnot yet compllete as the
com
mplexity of th
he systems prroves challen
nging. The
programming reelies on a series of rule-based
r
ntrollers, which sometimes come into con
nflict with
con
each other. PE
EBBLE propposes an optimization
orithm that uses
u
the BA
AS as an intterface to
algo
com
mmunicate witth the buildingg.
Forr the control strategy
s
a moddel assisted fine-tuning
f
metthodology is employed,
e
nam
med cognitivee adaptive
optiimization (CA
AO) (Giannaakis et al., 20
011). The
metthod uses weather and occcupancy prediiction just
likee model prediictive control (MPC) methods. MPC
metthods are qu
uite popular for building control
(Širroký et al., 2011) and have already been employed
as early
e
as 1985. Building up a state-space model for
an MPC model can be tim
me consuming
g and the
deling assum
mptions can lead to su
ub-optimal
mod
con
ntrollers for a real buildinng. CAO on the other
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hand usees a simulatioon model of the building that
does not need to be furrther translateed in a state-sppace
representtation.
CAO’s ggoal is to opttimize a cost function forr the
energy deemand under the constraintt of user com
mfort.
It is an itterative methood that estimates the effect of a
certain coontrol strategyy by using a simulation m
model
of the buiilding and its technical equiipment.
The methhod has the folllowing advan
ntages:
 Coonvergence is guaranteed under
u
a generaal set
off assumptions (Kosmatopou
ulos, 2009)
 It can be useed for any ty
ype of buildding,
i size or in
nstalled technnical
reggardless of its
eqquipment, as long
l
as a simu
ulation modell can
bee built for it
 Addditional consstraints are eassily added
The papeer continues with the preesentation off the
control prroblem, the models
m
and thee interface forr the
co-simulaation. The offline experiments for the
configuraation of the coontroller are detailed.
d
We then
discuss tthe results from
fr
both offfline and onnline
experimeents.

mulations, so simplifications
s
ns need to be made. As
sim
the building is well
w insulatedd (Uwalls = 0.2
2 W/m K,
W K) and aall the officees have a
Uwiindow= 1.2 W/m
sim
milar use, we
w assume tthe main faactor that
diffferentiates theem is their oriientation. So instead of
sim
mulating all 45
5 rooms, only exemplary ro
ooms with
diffferent orientattions are simuulated. To thiis purpose
we build “tower”” models. A ttower stretchees over all
ors of the buiilding and thuus has three rooms,
r
on
floo
top of each otheer, one on eacch floor. The boundary
nditions tow
wards neighhboring offi
fices are
con
con
nsidered adiab
batic. Figure 2 shows the name and
the orientations of the resultinng three toweers. While
T
Cornerr can be used
d only for
the results for Tower
t real buildding, the resullts for the
thesse rooms in the
otheer two towerss can be usedd for all the ro
ooms with
thatt orientation. For one toweer we have four
f
(three
FVU
U temperatu
ures and onne CCA tem
mperature)
con
ntrol parameters.

SIMUL
LATION
Control p
problem
We decidded to implem
ment the PEB
BBLE system
m for
temperatuure control in
i the officees, because ttheir
climatisattion concept offers
o
an interresting problem
m to
tackle. T
The CCA systtem is located in the masssive
concrete ceiling and can be used
d for coolingg or
heating. It is a slow system and as such usedd for
h from coolinng to
covering the base loadd. The switch
heating foor the CCA iss done accordiing to the ambbient
temperatuure. The flow
w temperaturre for the C
CCA
system iss set for a whhole group of offices, of w
which
the buildding has two: north and so
outh. The heaating
fluid (waater) is then distributed
d
thrrough the systtem,
with apprroximately onne CCA circu
uit per office.. No
further coontrol of the flow
f
or temperrature of the C
CCA
happens on a room levvel. The FVU
U is a much m
more
dynamic system, becaause it heats or cools thee air
directly aand is thus ussed for covering the peak lload.
The FVU
U can both coool and heat du
uring the coursse of
a day, ass it is equippped with two heat exchanggers.
The room
m air temperaature is contro
olled by adjussting
the rotational speed off the ventilato
ors and the vaalves
positions of the heat exchangers.
e
Th
he challenge is to
have the systems worrking togetherr and not agaainst
each otheer, as this is innefficient.
We decidded on the folllowing control parameters:


tthe set temperratures for thee FVUs

 tthe flow tempperature for the CCA
Over the whole demoonstration areaa this leads too 46
ontrol parameeters.
(45 FVUs + 1 temperaature CCA) co
r
temperaature individuually,
As we coontrol each room
each room
m has to be modeled
m
in detaail. However ssuch
a simulaation model would lead
d to very llong

Fiigure 2 Name and orientatiion of the threee towers
Thee cost function
n of the optim
mization algoriithm is the
min
nimization off the energy demand, whiich is the
therrmal energy from the FVU
Us and the CCA.
C
The
maiin constraint is the indooor comfort. For the
quaantification off indoor comffort we use th
he Fanger
PPD
D (Predicted
d Percentagee Dissatisfieed) index
(Fanger, 1970). The Fanger PPPD index deepends on
the air temperatu
ure, the mean rradiant temperature, the
t vapor presssure of air in
n the room
air velocity and the
d also on the cloth index, which is a fu
unction of
and
outside temperatu
ure. We formuulate the constraint as:
Thee constraint caan be violatedd, however fo
or no more
than
n 15 minutes during a simuulation run, in
n our case
two
o days.
Thee controller is a P-controlleer, which calcculates the
con
ntrol parameteers (four for one tower) as
a a linear
com
mbination of states in the buuilding:
wheere
are the control
paraameters,
are the states
in the
t building and
a
is the mattrix of the
gain
ns with whiich each staate factors into
i
each
con
ntroller. The
matrix is ccontinuously improved
durring the optim
mization algoriithm, until an
n optimum
of the
t cost function is found.
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The states used for the controller are detailed in
Table 1. More details about the way the states were
selected for the final controller are given in the
controller fine tuning chapter.
Table 1 States for calculating the control parameters
State
  
  
  
  
  
  

Description
Ambient temperature in °C
Wind speed in m/s
Diffuse solar radiation in W/m
Beam solar radiation in W/m
Room air temperature in °C
Presence as Boolean (0 or 1)

For the set temperature in each room, the
corresponding room air temperature and presence for
that room are considered. For the CCA ( ) the mean
room air temperature of all three rooms is used.
The optimization algorithm is implemented in
MATLAB.
Co-Simulation
The simulation model was build using the modeling
language Modelica in the simulation environment
Dymola. For connecting the optimization algorithm
with the simulation model we used the BCVTB
(Building Controls Virtual Test Bed) software
(Wetter and Haves, 2008).
The optimization algorithm runs iteratively and uses
a simulation model to calculate the energy demand
and the comfort level determined by a matrix. We
use a simulation period of two days for such a test.
At the beginning of each iteration a new matrix is
generated, the co-simulation runs and at the end of it
the cost function and constraints are evaluated.
Afterwards the
matrix is improved by the
optimization algorithm and tested in a new iteration.
During the co-simulation the model exchanges data
with the optimization algorithm every ten minutes
simulation time. The model sends the building states,
as well as the current values for the energy
consumption and the PPD index. Using this data the
optimization algorithm calculates the new values for
the control parameters and sends them back to the
simulation model. The new values for the control
parameters are set in the simulation and new states
are generated.

one node. One typical office room with an outer wall
(Tower NW and Tower NE) has a floor area of 19 m
with a height of 3 m and a window area of 8 m . The
Tower Corner has larger rooms with two outer walls
and a floor area of 32 m . The windows are equipped
with external blinds, which activate once the incident
solar radiation exceeds 180 W/m .
The following internal loads are considered: humans,
machines and lights as convective and radiant heat
loads and humans as CO2 sources (VDI 2078, 1996).
The technical equipment is modeled in detail. The
model for the CCA is a physical model, with the
pipes inserted between the concrete layers. The FVU
can heat, cool and ventilate the rooms. The control
strategy is modeled exactly as in the actual unit.
During night time, when the office is not used, the set
temperatures are adjusted, so that the unit remains in
standby. For cooling the set temperature is increased
with 5 K, and for heating it is decreased with the
same amount. The heater, cooler and ventilator
models are almost ideal; meaning once they are
activated the reaction in the room temperature is fast.
In reality we would have a delay caused by several
factors: the furniture in the room, the opening of a
window etc. The simplification of using just one air
node per room and the goal of achieving short
simulation durations justifies in this case the
selection of almost ideal components.
The verification of the simulation model with
measurement data is only partially possible. The
building has several sensors installed in each room
(presence, window opening, temperature, CO2concentration). Weather data is provided by a nearby
weather station. However we have no information
about the position of the blinds, the number of people
who are in the room at one time, or the number and
type of machines which are in use. For such a wellinsulated building these types of internal gains have a
considerable effect on the room air and radiant
temperature. Several rooms are reference rooms,
where extra measuring equipment was installed to
measure the energy fluxes in the room (CCA and
FVU). Figure 3 presents the comparison between the
simulated and the measured room air temperature for
a reference room for one winter day.

Models for the building and technical equipment
A detailed thermal simulation model for the selected
area is a prerequisite for the building’s optimization
and control process. The model takes into account
geometries, building physics, installed HVAC and
energy generation systems. It has a degree of detail
that allows a thorough validation, as well as
acceptable simulation durations.
The tower model was done using components from
our Modelica libraries (Müller and Badakhshani,
2010). Each wall, window and door is individually
modeled. The air volume in each room is modeled as
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The temperature drop during the time the window
was open was achieved only by iteratively adjusting
the air exchange rate until we had a good fit. The
number of persons in the room was set according to
the room book. We consider this to be a good fit. The
amount of work needed to adjust the value for the air
exchange rate in this case and the uncertainties about
other influences over which we have no information
(e.g. blinds) do not allow at this time for a more
detailed verification of the model with measured
data.
Controller fine-tuning
A deciding factor when starting to fine tune the
controller is the number of iterations needed to
achieve a (local) optimum. First a number of initial
iterations are used for the controller to explore the
area around its initialization point (initial controller).
These are arbitrarily generated. After that, more
iterations are used to identify the right “way” towards
the optimum, by using Support Vector Machines
(Bishop, 2006). Although the problem of determining
the minimum sample size to perform multiple
regression analysis has no unique answer, since the
statistical properties of each application domain
prevent definition of a general rule, several rules of
thumb have been proposed in literature (Green,
1991). In our case, using these rules as a guideline
and under specific assumptions on the statistical
correlation of the available data samples along with a
trial-and-error process during the application of the
method to all PEBBLE project test buildings, the
following rules have been adopted for determining
the number of necessary iterations:

problem is presented. The current version improves
upon those results.
Another important factor is the exploration area
around the initial controller, used as a starting point
in the optimization. If the search area for the initial
explorations is wide enough, even a ‘naïve’ initial
controller which only uses maximum allowed values
can be optimized. Too wide an area is
counterproductive, because the initial number of
iterations might be insufficient to explore it correctly.
We decided on the following rule: an exploration
area is wide enough if the algorithm reaches similar
results, when starting from three different initial
controllers (C1, C2, and C3). C1 is similar to a stateof-the-art rule-based controller, which takes the
ambient temperature as the main parameter for
calculating set values. Figure 4 presents the
dependence on the ambient temperature for the set
temperature for a FVU and for the flow temperature
of the CCA. The curve for the CCA is exactly the
one implemented in the BAS – system. Between
18 °C and 22 °C ambient temperature the switch
between heating to cooling mode occurs and the
CCA is not used.
The curve for the FVU does not allow the
temperature to drop under 22 °C or rise above 26 °C.
Furthermore between 22 °C and 26 °C the room air
temperature follows the ambient temperature. In the
actual building the FVU uses a simpler control
strategy, with a fixed set point (by default 22 °C),
which the user can adjust. The C1 rule-based
controller will be used further as a reference for
comparing the results from the CAO algorithm for
offline experiments.
Tset FVU

Tflow CCA

33
Temperature in °C

For one tower this means 60 iterations. Furthermore
the optimization algorithm runs four times, each time
with 60 iterations, in order to make sure the
algorithm did not get stuck, leading to a total of 240
iterations.
The number and type of states is a more complicated
problem, which we solved by testing different
combinations of states and comparing the end results
(energy demand and comfort violations). At first we
varied the type and number of states, for example
considering only some of the ambient conditions.
Then we substituted some states with other similar
states, like using diffuse and beam radiation instead
of the total radiation on the outside wall; or
considering just the room air temperature and not
also the air temperatures in the neighboring offices.
Both of these considerations led to better controllers.
Lastly we developed controllers where we used the
square of the room temperature. This approach did
not improve the controller. We forgo at this point the
presentation of these results. Earlier work
(Constantin et al., 2012) is available, where an earlier
version of the simulation model and of the control

30
27
24
21
18
15
-15

-5

5

15

25

35

Ambient temperature in °C

Figure 4 Dependence on ambient temperature for the
C1-Controller
The C2 and C3 controllers are ‘naive’ controllers
which use fixed set points for the control parameters
(Tset,FVU and Tflow,CCA). The C2 controller leads to
lower energy demand, the C3 controller to higher
energy demand. Table 2 presents the two controllers
for two test cases: one in winter and one in summer.
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Table 2 Overview of the C2 and C3
3 controllers ffor
the summer and winter tesst cases
Contrroller

Tset, FVU

Tflow, CCAA

C2 – Suummer

26 °C

20 °C

C3 – Suummer

22 °C

17 °C

C2 – W
Winter

22 °C

25 °C

C3 – W
Winter

24 °C

32 °C

The testss were offlinee experimentss, each two ddays
long. Thee Tower NW was
w used. Furrther details abbout
the simullation setup arre given in thee next chapter..
The resuults for the energy
e
deman
nd for the w
whole
tower aree presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Energy demand in kWh

Initializzation

Optim
mization

50
40
30
20
10
0
C1

C2
Controlleer

C3

Figure 5 Results when starting from
m three differe
rent
initiial controllerss for the summ
mer test case

Energy demand in kWh

Initializzation

the set, the 6% difference
d
to tthe optimizatiion results
h the other controllers
c
is considered acceptable
a
with
and
d no further tests
t
are needded for the exploration
areaa.
Forr all tests the
t
CAO allgorithm lead
ds to an
imp
provement on the initial casse. In the casee of C1 the
con
ntrol strategy is
i even betterr than the onee currently
imp
plemented in the real buuilding. As the
t
C1 –
con
ntroller can be used as a refe
ference for thee results of
the optimization algorithm annd it is closee to a real
casee, it was madee the default innitial controller.

EX
XPERIMEN
NTS
Offfline experiments
Offfline experim
ments are exxperiments where
w
no
con
ntrol parameteers are sent too the building
g. Here we
also
o only refer to experim
ments where no other
info
ormation from
m the buildding is used
d. Instead
stan
ndard weather data and ooccupancy prrofiles are
used. For the weather data wee used the testt reference
or the area off Aachen (DW
WD, 2010).
yeaar, TRY 05, fo
Forr the occupan
ncy profiles w
we assumed continuous
c
occcupation accorrding to the rroom book, between
b
9
a.m
m. and 6 p.m. The machiness are on when
n the users
are in the building, and go on standby during
d
the
ht.
nigh
Thee purpose of the offline expperiments wass to assess
how
w fast the sim
mulation runs aand how good
d it works
for all three tow
wers. Summerr and winter tests
t
were
ne. For each test a periiod of two days was
don
sim
mulated, produ
ucing one sset of contro
ollers. To
produce a set of
o controllerss for one tow
wer takes
und 2.5 hours.
arou
Online experimeents
Onlline experimen
nts are the expperiments wh
here data is
excchanged betw
ween the coo-simulation and the
buillding (Figure 7).

Optim
mization

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
C1

C2
Controlleer

C3

Figure 6 Results when starting from
m three differe
rent
initial controllerrs for the wintter test case
With thee exception of
o the C3 con
ntroller, all oother
controllerrs have no violations of the com
mfort
constrainnt at the initiaalization. For the summer test
nd C2 lead too the
case the initializationss with C1 an
k
whereaas C3 leads tto a
same ressult (10.85 kWh),
worse ressult (11.5 kW
Wh). For the winter
w
test casee all
three conntrollers lead to
t the same result (38.74 kW
Wh).
As the C3 controller is the worst in
nitial controlleer of

ata exchange fflows during online
o
Figure 7 Da
simulatioons
deployed
Con
ntrollers
arre
developped
and
con
ntinuously. Th
hey are develooped with thee help of a
two
o day simulation but will onnly be used fo
or three to
four hours real time, during wh
which a new co
ontroller is
gen
nerated with im
mproved preddiction data fo
or the near
futu
ure. The simu
ulation uses w
weather prediction data
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DISCUSSION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
Offline experiments
The summer offline experiments were done for the
24th and 25th July, a couple of warm summer days for
the Aachen region, with a maximum of 27°C for the
ambient temperature on both days. Controllers for all
three towers were generated starting from the C1
rule-based controller. For all three towers we have a
reduction in the energy demand, for the Towers NW
and NE up to 75% (Figure 8). Neither the
initialization nor the optimization results had
violations of the comfort constraint.

Initialization
Energy demand in kWh

(updated hourly) and occupancy profiles. The
occupancy profiles are similar to the ones used for
offline simulations, but are further adapted to take
into consideration the weekends.
The initial state of the simulation has to be the
current state of the building, especially when dealing
with the thermal mass of the concrete activated
ceiling. To this effect, a “warm up” of the model
occurs before each new set of controllers is
determined. Monitoring data for the last 72 hours is
used: room air temperatures, ambient conditions,
presence, and flow temperature of the CCA. The
optimization then runs like in an offline experiment.
At the end of the optimization the
matrix is
generated. Using actual measurements for the
building’s states, the control parameters are
calculated and sent to the building. Analogous to the
data exchange rhythm in the co-simulation, new
control parameters are calculated and sent to the
building every ten minutes.
A problem of the offline experiments is the
evaluation. Only six offices in the building are
reference rooms, where the energy consumption of
the CCA and FVU can be measured. No two such
rooms on the same floor have the same orientation.
The occupancy profiles and the indoor comfort
preferences of the people working in the offices are
also different.
The first online experiments involved only three
rooms in a tower of type Tower NW, where the
office on the 1st floor is a reference room. Only the
set temperatures for the FVUs were controlled. We
evaluated the trends in set temperature between the
CAO controlled rooms and the neighboring rooms.

Optimization

100
80
60
40
20
0
Tower NW

Tower Corner
Controller

Tower NE

Figure 8 Results for the CAO algorithm for each
tower for the summer test case
The Tower Corner has three times the energy
demand of the other two towers after the
optimization, although its floor area is less than twice
the floor area of the other two. It does however have
two outer walls and respectively a larger window
area, which leads to higher gains through the solar
radiation. The energy savings come partly from the
dependence of the control parameters on more than
just the ambient temperature, as is the case of the C1controller. Furthermore, the rule-based controller
does not explicitly consider the comfort in terms of a
constraint that has to be respected. In some cases in
summer the rule-based controllers lead to better
comfort values, which explain the higher energy
demand. CAO however considers the comfort as a
constraint and not as a part of the cost function.
The winter cases were simulated for the 5th and 6th
January, which are particularly cold days for Aachen,
with a minimum ambient temperature of -6 °C. For
all three towers we have a reduction in the energy
demand (Figure 9). However the improvements are
lower than in the summer case: for the Towers NW
and NE 10%, and for the Tower Corner 17%. Neither
the initialization nor the optimization results had
violations of the comfort constraint.
The comfort levels for both controller types are
similar. The energy savings come from using the
weather and occupancy prediction and reducing the
heating power because the gains through solar
radiation or humans and machines can compensate
for it.
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The set temperature does not actually reflect what
happens in the office. Figure 11 shows the
comparison between the set temperature in the
reference room from the Tower NW (Set CAO) and
the actual room air temperature (Measured). As the
14th December was a Friday, the two lower peaks
correspond to the weekend; the following are the
working days in the week after, with peaks around
noon according to the solar radiation and presence in
the room. The drop at the end is due to natural
ventilation through window opening.

Optimization

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Tower NW

Tower Corner
Controller

Tower NE
Set CAO

Figure 9 Results for the CAO algorithm for each
tower for the winter test case
Online experiments
The online experiments presented ran between 14th
and 20th December 2012, which were typical winter
days for the region Aachen with mean ambient
temperatures of 0 °C.
Figure 10 presents the set temperatures for four
offices: the reference room on the 1st floor in the
simulated tower (CAO), the office on its left (Left),
the office on its right (Right) and the other reference
room on the 1st floor (Reference). The latter belongs
to another CCA area and has a south-east orientation.

Set temperature in °C

27

CAO

Left

Right

Reference

26
25
24
23
22
21
20
14. 12

Temperature in °C

Energy demand in kWh

Initialization

24,5
24
23,5
23
22,5
22
21,5
21
20,5
20
14. 12

16. 12

18. 12
Day of year

Measured

20. 12

Figure 11 Comparison between the set temperature
and the actual temperature in the room
The figure shows how the technical equipment was
not capable of reaching the set temperature. This has
often been the case last winter, as the BAS-system
and some FVU do not work properly. Further online
experiments were suspended for this matter and will
be restarted once the system works.
These first online experiments were however useful
in understanding how CAO reacts to a real case and
how user reacts to the set temperatures generated by
CAO.

CONCLUSION
16. 12

18. 12
Day of year

20. 12

Figure 10 Set temperatures from the CAO algorithm
and three not controlled rooms
The set temperature from CAO is a combination of
the results from the algorithm and the adjustment of
the user in the room. CAO suggested temperatures of
around 23 °C for the duration of the experiment, but
the user decided on higher temperatures (23.7 °C).
The set temperatures in the other offices are all
determined by the users’ preferences. CAO leads to
the lowest adjustment on the part of the user,
combined also with a somewhat realistic level of the
temperature. According to the indoor comfort
requirements of the building, the temperature should
not rise above 26 °C (as it does for the left office) or
sink under 22 °C (as it does for the reference office).

We presented in this paper the implementation in a
real building of a model-assisted fine-tuning
methodology for control parameters. All the stages
from building up the model for the building and
technical equipment, to formulating the control
problem and setting up the co-simulation were briefly
discussed. The configuration of the method according
to the building’s particularities was presented in more
detail.
Offline experiments meant to show the theoretical
energy saving potential of the building were
presented and offered promising results, of energy
savings up to 75% in some cases in summer and 17%
in winter, even when compared to very good rulebased controllers (temperature setback for night
mode, set temperatures depending on the ambient
temperature). The real innovations of CAO when
compared to rule-based controllers is the
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consideration of the indoor comfort, along with the
dependence of set temperatures on more than just the
ambient temperature.
Online experiments were theoretically possible, as
the connection between building and co-simulation
worked and actual data from the building as well as
weather prediction data could be incorporated into
the simulation. However because the BAS-system
was not fully operational, not enough energy was
made available to be distributed by the FVU and the
CCA to the rooms. Furthermore not all FVU worked
properly. A comparison between the measured and
the set air temperature shows a difference of up to
1 K during office hours.
When comparing the set temperature calculated by
CAO with the set temperatures from other
neighboring offices, the CAO algorithm offers
sensible set temperatures. Online experiments will be
restarted as soon as the BAS-system is reliably
working and will be extended to the whole CCA zone
north. As future work the mediation of the discussed
challenges regarding the evaluation process for the
CAO controllers is planned; for example by
comparing the results of a day when the CAO
algorithm was used with a simulation of the same day
using a rule based-controller.

NOMENCLATURE
BAS
CAO
CCA
FVU
MPC

PPD

= building automation system
= cognitive adaptive optimization
= concrete core activation
= façade ventilation unit
= model predictive control
= number of initial iterations
= maximal number of iterations
= number of states
= number of control parameters
= Fanger PPD index
= vector of the control parameters
= vector of the building states
= matrix for the gains of the building states
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